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We consider a group G lying between the special and the general linear group of
order 2 over the finite field F
q
. A representation which arises from a natural action of
G on a quotient graph of the Bruhat—Tits tree of G‚(2, F
q
((n))) is described and its
irreducible components are determined. ( 1998 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
In 1928 and 1930, E. Hecke published the articles [Hec59b] and [Hec59a]
in which he examined the following situation:
Let m be a prime number and !(m) the principal congruence subgroup for
m in the modular group S‚(2, Z). Then the group PS‚(2, Z/mZ) acts on the
vector space of holomorphic differential forms on the modular curve asso-
ciated to !(m). In the aforementioned articles, Hecke displayed all irreducible
components of the thus given representation. It turned out that except for
a particular type of representation, the occurring multiplicities differed by at
most two. Furthermore, Hecke discovered a connection between the multi-
plicity of the only irreducible (m!1)/2-dimensional representation of
PS‚(2, Z/mZ) and the class number of the quadratic number field Q(J!m).
Interpreting holomorphic differentials and functions on the complex upper
half plane H as functions on the group S‚(2, R) which behave in a prescribed
manner under transformations by certain subgroups, the above issue can be
examined in an underlying field of prime characteristic. Therefore we con-
sider a finite field k; further, as the analogue of the discrete subgroup Z of283
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284 IMKE RUSTR we take the polynomial ring A"k[„] in the indeterminate „ provided
with the valuation!deg, deg denoting the degree function. Finally, K
=
de-
signates the completion of the quotient field of A with respect to the chosen
valuation. The complex upper half plane then corresponds to the Bruhat—„its
tree T for the group PG‚(2, K
=
) (as introduced, e.g., by Serre in [Ser 80]),
and the holomorphic differential forms on H may be compared with har-
monic functions on the edges ofT. Moreover, if we require these functions to
be invariant under the operation of the principal congruence subgroup !(n)
of !"G‚(2, A) associated to an irreducible polynomial n3A, we obtain
a vector space which is isomorphic to the homology H
1
(!(n)T , C) of the
quotient graph !(n)T . On this the group G(n) :"!/!(n) acts, and the
thereby given representation o corresponds to the one examined by Hecke.
The aim of this article is to determine its irreducible components. This goal is
achieved in Theorem 4.4, where explicit formulae for the multiplicities of all
irreducible representations of G(n) in o are given. The result in our situation is
analogous to Hecke’s; however, the representations which encode the class
number in the classical situation do not occur.
The situation examined in this paper can be put into a more combinatorial
context: Lubotzky for example in [Lub94] showed how properties of quo-
tient graphs of the Bruhat—Tits tree associated with PG‚(2, Q
p
) are encoded
by a natural representation of PG‚(2, Q
p
). He points to analogies with the
situation given here, of which some aspects have been studied by Morgen-
stern in [Mor 91]. In his paper, Morgenstern gives a description of the
quotient graphs and shows by using the Laplacian operator that certain finite
subgraphs have very good combinatorial properties: they are (with minor
conditions on q and n) bounded concentrators. A different approach to the
combinatorial properties of the graphs is chosen by Scheja [Sch]: He uses the
knowledge of the representation of the groups G(n) evaluated in this paper to
compute ‚-functions and ultimately the zeta function of the quotient graph’s
finite part.
Notation
Throughout this paper, the following notation will be used:
k F
q
, the finite field with q"pf elements
A k[„], the polynomial ring over k in the indeterminate „, provided
with the degree function deg: APN
0
n an irreducible polynomial in A of degree d’1
M A/(n)
K k(„), the rational function field over k in „ with the valuation v
derived from the degree function, v: KPZ, v ( f/g)"deg g!deg f
n „~1, a parameter with respect to the valuation v
K
=
k((n)), the completion of K with respect to v
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k[[n]], the ring of integers of K
=
K G‚(2, O
=
), a maximal compact subgroup of G‚(2, K
=
) with respect
to the topology induced by the valuation v on G‚ (2, K
=
)
I M(a b
c d
) 3K: c,0 mod nN, an Iwahori subgroup
! G‚(2, A), a discrete subgroup of G‚(2, K
=
)
!(n) M(a b
c d
) 3!: (a b
c d
),(1 0
0 1
) mod nN, the principal congruence subgroup
for n
Z(K
=
) Z(G‚(2, K
=
)), the centre of G‚(2, K
=
)
Z(k) Z(G‚(2, k)), the centre of G‚(2, k)
2. THE GRAPHS T AND !(n)T
As described in detail in [Ser80], given the complete field K
=
, the
Bruhat—Tits tree T for the group G‚ (2, K
=
) can be constructed in the
following manner:
The vertices are given by the elements of the quotient set
»(T)"G‚ (2, K
=
)/KZ(K
=
),
and the edges by
E(T)"G‚ (2, K
=
)/IZ(K
=
).
The map o: E(T)P»(T) which associates to every edge of T its origin is
given by the canonical map
G‚(2, K
=
) /IZ(K
=
)PG‚ (2, K
=
) /KZ(K
=
),
and the inversion map on the edges is defined by the rule
p Âp A
0 1
n 0B .
It can be shown (cf. [Ser80, Chapter 2, Theorem 1]) that the graph T is
a tree. It is indeed a (q#1) -regular graph.
By multiplication from the left, G‚(2, K
=
) acts on T, and the quotient
graph with respect to the subgroup ! of G‚ (2, K
=
) has a very simple
structure: If v
i
, i3N, is the vertex ofT represented by the matrix (Ti 0
0 1
), and
e
i
is the edge (v
i
, v
i`1
), represented by the same matrix, the subgraph
T"
e
0
e
1
e
2L&"L&"L&"L&"2
v v v v
0 1 2 3
286 IMKE RUSTof T is isomorphic to !T ; i.e., it is a fundamental domain of !T . The
stabilizer !
i
of the vertex v
i
in ! is given by
!
0
:"G‚ (2, k), if i"0,
!
i
:"GA
a b
0 dB3!: deg b4iH, if i51.
We now consider the principal congruence subgroup !(n)\! for n3A. It
is of finite index in !, and viewing the graph !(n)TT as a covering of
T:!TT, we obtain the following description of it (cf. [GN95]):
The vertices are given by orbits of the groups !
i
acting on the group
G:"!/!(n), an orientation E` (i.e., a system of representatives of the edges
modulo the inversion function) is produced, letting the groups !
i
W!
i`1
act on
G. Thus we have
»(!(n)TT)" Z
i50
Z
p3G
!
i
p ,
E`(!(n)TT)" Z
i50
Z
p3G
(!
i
W!
i`1
)p .
For p3G, i50, we denote the vertex !
i
p by [p]
i
, and the edge (!
i
W!
i`1
)p
by [p]
i, i`1
. The maps o, t: E(!(n)TT) P» (!(n)TT) associating to an edge its
origin, respectively terminal vertex, are given by
o ([p]
i, i`1
)"[p]
i
, t ([p]
i, i`1
)"[p]
i`1
.
To determine the structure of !(n)TT, we first note that an orbit !
i
p is
simply a right coset of the reduction !1
i
"!
i
mod n in G. It is immediate that
for i4d!1 the canonical map !
i
P!1
i
is one-to-one and that for i5d!1
we have !1
i
"!1
d~1
.
Further, we call a vertex [p]
i
or an edge [p]
i, i`1
of type i for i50. For
i50 let o
i
and t
i
denote the restriction of o and t to the set of edges of type i.
Recalling that for i51 the equality !
i
W!
i`1
"!
i
holds, we obtain bijectiv-
ity of o
i
for i51, and therefore for i51 we can define maps
o
i
: M[p]
i
: p3GNPM[p]
i`1
: p3GN, [p]
i
>t
i`1
(o~1
i
([p]
i
)).
For a vertex [p]
i
the map o
i
delivers the terminal vertex of the one and only
edge in E` with origin [p]
i
. Writing [p]
i
as !1
i
p, o
i
turns out to be the map
o
i
(!1
i
p)"!1
i`1
p.
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group G:
PROPOSITION 2.1. „he group G is isomorphic to the semi-direct product
G:GA
a 0
0 1B: a3k]HIS‚ (2, M).
In particular, we obtain the equality d(G)"(q!1) (q2d!1)qd.
Proof. The proposition is clear from the following easily verified or
well-known facts:
(i) !"M(a 0
0 1
)N : a3k]NI S‚(2, A),
(ii) !(n) -S‚(2, A),
(iii) S‚(2, A)/!(n):S‚(2, A/(n)), (note: this last statement can be proved
exactly the same way as in the classical situation, with A corresponding to
Z and n corresponding to a prime number p; cf. for example [Shi71, p. 20,
Lemma 1.38]),
(iv) d(S‚(2, F
qd
))"(q2d!1)qd. j
Knowing this, we can easily work out a complete description of the graph:
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) „he subgraph of !(n)TT consisting of vertices and
edges of type i, i5d!1, is a disjoint union of
[G: !1
d~1
]"q2d!1
q!1
half lines.
(ii) Every vertex of type i, 14i4d!1, is the terminal vertex of exactly
q edges of type i!1 and the origin of one edge of type i. „here are
[G: !1
i
]"(q
2d!1) qd~i~1
q!1
edges and vertices of type i.
(iii) Every vertex of type 0 is the origin of q#1 edges of type 0. „he
numbers of vertices and edges of type 0 are
[G: !1
0
]"(q
2d!1) qd~1
q2!1 and [G: !0W!1]"
(q2d!1)qd~1
q!1 .
Proof. (i) The statement is equivalent to the bijectivity of o
i
for i5d!1.
However, this is clear from!1
i
"!1
i`1
for i5d!1. To compute the number of
288 IMKE RUSThalf lines, it is obviously enough to compute the number of edges of type
d!1, and this is just the index given in the proposition.
(ii) For 14i4d!1 and q3G we have
d(t~1
i
([q])
i`1
)"d(M[p]
i, i`1
: [p]
i`1
"[q]
i`1
N)
"d(M!
i
W!
i`1
p : p!1
i`1
"q!M
i`1
N)"[!
i`1
: !
i
W!
i`1
]"q.
The statement that there is only one edge of type i with [p]
i
as its origin is just
the fact that o
i
is one-to-one. Identifying the edges of type i with the right
cosets of !1
i
in G, the last statement is obvious.
(iii) Using the equation d(!
0
)"d(G‚(2, k))"(q2!1)(q!1)q, we
have
d(M[p]
0,1
: [p]
0
"[q]
0
N)"d(M!
0
W!
1
p: p!
0
"q!
0
N
"[!
0
: !
0
W!
1
]"q#1
for any q3G. Hence [q]
0
is the origin of q#1 edges (of type 1). The numbers
of vertices and edges of type 0 are clearly as stated. j
A picture of the graph is given in Fig. 1. Its genus can be computed using
Euler’s formula:
(q2d!1) (qd!q!1)
q2!1 #1.
There is a natural action of G on !(n)T given by q[p]
i
"[pq~1]
i
and
q[p]
i, i`1
"[pq~1]
i, i`1
for q, p3G and i50. The thereby induced represen-
tation on the homology H
1
(!(n)T , C) is the one we are interested in.
3. THE GROUP G AND ITS REPRESENTATIONS
We already know that the group G"!/!(n) decomposes into the semi-
direct product
G"GA
a 0
0 1B: a3k]HI S‚(2, A/(n)).
Both its conjugacy classes and irreducible representations can be worked
out using the corresponding data for the groups G‚(2, M) and S‚(2, M),
M"A/(n). To do this, let ‚ denote a quadratic extension of M, let the field
FIG. 1. The graph !(n)CT.
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M
, and
for x3‚ let xN designate its conjugate over M. Choose a generator e of M].
Then set
Z :"Mx3‚: Nx3k]-MN and Z
1
:"KerN.
As the norm of an element x3‚ is just xqd`1, we have d(Z
1
)"qd#1,
and since N is onto (as we are dealing with finite fields), we conclude
d(Z)"(q!1) (qd#1).
LEMMA 3.1. …ith the notation as above, the map
h: ZPZ
1
, a>aN
a
290 IMKE RUSTis a homomorphism, and Ker h"Ma3M: a23k]N.k]. „he map h is onto if
and only if Ker h"k].
Proof. Evidently h is a homomorphism. Moreover,
Ker h"Ma3Z: a"aN N"ZWM"Ma3M: a23k]N.
The identity Ker h"k] is equivalent to the identity d(Im h)"d(Z)/
d(k])"(qd#1)"d(Z
1
), and hence to h being onto. j
In our calculations of the representations of G we note substantial differ-
ences depending on h being onto or not.
3.1. Case 1: char k"2 or char k and d Odd
These conditions are equivalent to h being onto. In this case the resulting
data for G resembles closely that for G‚(2, M) (cf. [PS83] or [Lan93]).
PROPOSITION 3.1. „he conjugacy classes of G are given as follows:
Type of class No. of classes Elements in the class
A
a 0
0 aB
G
, a3k] q!1 1
A
a 1
0 aB
G
, a3k] q!1 q2d!1
A
a 0
0 dB
G
,
a, d3M]
aOd, ad3k]
(q!1)(qd!2)
2
q2d#qd
A
0 !Na
1 Tr a B
G
,
a3‚CM
Na3k]
qd(q!1)
2
q2d!qd
Proof. The table is derived from the corresponding table for G‚(2, M):
Evidently we have the inclusion pG-pGL(2,M) for all p3G. On the other
hand, e.g., from [Lan93] we know the centralizer C
GL(2,M)
(p) for p3G, and
from that we easily obtain the centralizer C
G
(p). Computing their cardinali-
ties we get for any p3G,
d(pG)"d(pGL(2,M)),
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element, then in G‚ (2, M) it is conjugate to an element, say p, where
p3GA
a 0
0 aB: a3M]HXGA
a 1
0 aB: a3M]H XGA
a 0
0 dB: a, d3M], aOdH
XGA
0 !Na
1 Tr a B: a3‚CMH.
But from detp"det q we conclude det p3k], and therefore p is one of the
representatives occurring in the table. j
Similarly, the irreducible representations of G‚ (2, M) remain irreducible
when restricted to G. Hence we derive from [PS83] the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.2. If char k is even or char k and d are odd, then every
irreducible representation of G is equivalent to one of the following:
(i) (q!1) representations of type k
1 °
det and dimension 1, k
1
being
a character of k],
(ii) (q!1) representations o
(kÇ,1)
of dimension qd associated to characters
k
1
of k],
(iii) (q!1) (qd!2)/2 representations o
(kÇ,kÈ)
of dimension qd#1 asso-
ciated to characters k
1
of k] and 1Ok
2
of M],
(iv) (q!1)qd/2 representations ol of dimension qd!1 associated to char-
acters l of Z satisfying lD
ZÇ
O1.
Remark. It ought to be explained that the pairs of characters (k
1
, k
2
)
occurring in (ii) and (iii) correspond to characters k of the diagonal group
D (G): "GA
a 0
0 dB: a, d3M], ad3k]H
via k (a 0
0 d
)"k
1
(ad)k
2
(d), so we can associate the respective representations
either to the character k of D(G) or to the pair of characters (k
1
, k
2
) of k] and
M], just as it pleases us. Note in particular that the notation given above
differs from that in [PS83]. Further, for a character l as in (iv) we define the
character lN by lN (a) :"l (aN ).
Proof. If o is an irreducible representation of G‚(2, M), then the irreduci-
bility of ResGL(2,M)
G
o can be checked by calculating the scalar product
SResGL(2,M)
G
s, ResGL(2,M)
G
sT
G
, where s denotes the character of o, and verifying
it to be 1. Alternatively, irreducibility can be proved by observing that any
irreducible representation of G‚ (2, M) either remains irreducible even when
292 IMKE RUSTrestricted to S‚(2, M) or its restriction to S‚(2, M) decomposes into two
constituents, and for a character sJ of such a constituent we have
sJ A
1 1
0 1BOsJ A
1 e
0 1B
(cf. the table of characters of S‚(2, M)). However, in G‚(2, M) and therefore
in G the elements (1 1
0 1
) and (1 e
0 1
) are in the same conjugacy class. Thus
sJ cannot be the restriction of a character of G, and the restriction of any
irreducible representation of G‚(2, M) to G must be irreducible.
Let us compute the number of inequivalent representations of G of dimen-
sion qd!1. From the theory for G‚(2, M) we know that the irreducible
representations of dimension qd!1 are associated to characters l of
‚] which do not factorize over Z
1
, modulo transition to the conjugate
character. Let ol be such a representation and sl be its character. Examining
the table of characters for G‚ (2, M), we see that two characters l and l@ of
‚] define equivalent representations on G whenever either lD
Z
"l@D
Z
or
lD
Z
"l@D
Z
Now every character of Z can be realized as the restriction of a character of
‚], and there are d(Z)!d(Z/Z
1
) "qd(q!1) characters of Z not trivial on
Z
1
. If we show that for any such character lJ we have lJOl8 , then we obtain
qd(q!1)/2 irreducible representations of dimension qd!1, as claimed in the
proposition.
Hence assume that for all a3Z, l81 (a)/l8 (a) "lJ (a6 /a)"lJ (h(a)) "1. Since the
map h: ZPZ
1
is onto, this implies lJ D
ZÇ
"1. Thus we are done.
For the other representations similar arguments apply. j
From the preceding proposition we conclude that we can simply copy the
table of characters of G from that of the characters of G‚(2, M). We get the
following table of characters of G for char k even or char k and d odd:
A
a 0
0 aB A
a 1
0 aB A
a 0
0 dB A
0 !Na
1 Tr a B
k
1 °
det k
1
(a)2 k
1
(a)2 k
1
(ad) k
1
(Na)
s
(kÇ,1)
qdk
1
(a)2 0 k
1
(ad) !k
1
(Na)
sk"s(k1, k2) , (qd#1)k A
a 0
0 aB kA
a 0
0 aB kA
a 0
0 dB#kA
d 0
0 aB 0k
2
O1
sl, lDZÇ
O1 (qd!1)l(a) !l (a) 0 !(l(a)#l(aN ))
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These conditions are necessary and sufficient for h not to be surjective,
since
(M])2Wk]"k]O(k])2,
M containing the quadratic extension l of k. This in turn entails the fact that
G is generated by the normal subgroups Z(G) and S‚(2, M).
For this reason we obtain here (different from case 1) a situation resem-
bling the situation for S‚(2, M) , whose irreducible representations can be
found, e.g., in [Tan67]. To describe the corresponding results, q will denote
the Gaussian sum +
a|M
]t (a)j(a) with t a fixed non-trivial character of the
additive group M` and j the quadratic character of M]. Let us proceed by
displaying the results.
PROPOSITION 3.3. „he conjugacy classes of G are as follows:
Type of class No. of classes Elements in the class
A
a 0
0 aB
G
, a3M, a23k] 2(q!1) 1
A
a 1
0 aB
G
, a3M, a23k] 2(q!1) q2d!1
2
A
a e
0 aB
G
, a3M, a23k] 2(q!1) q2d!1
2
A
a 0
0 dB
G
,
a,b3M]
aOb, ab3k]
(q!1) (qd!3)
2
q2d#qd
A
0 !Na
Tr a 1 B
G
,
a 3‚CM
Na3k]
(qd!1) (q!1)
2
q2d!qd
Proof. Any p3G can be written as (x 0
0 x
)p8 , with appropriate x3M] and
pJ 3S‚(2, M). As (x 0
0 x
) commutes with all elements of G‚(2, M), we derive
pG"pSL(2,M)"A
x 0
0 xB pJ SL(2,M).
If pJ is conjugate to an element qJ ,
qJ 3GA
a 0
0 a~1B: a3M]HXGA
0 !1
1 Tr aB: a3‚CM, Na"1H,
294 IMKE RUSTthen, comparing sizes of conjugacy classes in G‚(2, M) and S‚(2, M), we
obtain
d(pGL(2,M))"d(pJ GL(2,M))"d(pJ SL(2,M))"d(pSL(2,M));
hence pG"pGL(2,M).
For
pJ 3A
aJ 1
0 aJ B
SL(2,M)
or pJ 3A
aJ e
0 aJ B
SL(2,M)
,
we get
pGL(2,M)"A
x 0
0 xB A
aJ 1
0 aJ B
GL(2,M)
"A
x 0
0 xB A
aJ 1
0 aJ B
SL(2,M)
XA
x 0
0 xBA
aJ e
0 aJ B
SL(2,M)
"A
xaJ x
0 xaJ B
G
XA
xaJ xe
0 xaJ B
G
.
From the corresponding result for S‚(2, M) we immediately deduce the
equivalence
A
a b
0 aB
G"A
a c
0 aB
G8bc3(M])2.
The fact that any element of G lies in one of the conjugacy classes listed in the
table is shown as in case 1, using the invariance of the determinant under
conjugation. j
So here we have a type of conjugacy class of G‚ (2, M) splitting in two. The
analogous phenomenon is to be observed concerning the representations.
Again, we describe these in a proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.4. For char k odd and d even, we obtain all irreducible
representations of G as follows:
(i) (q!1) representations of type k
1 °
det, with k
1
a character of k],
(ii) (q!1) representations o
(kÇ,1)
of dimension qd associated to characters
of k],
(iii) (q!1)(qd!3)/2 representations o
(kÇ,kÈ)
of dimension qd#1, where
k
1
is a character of k] and k
2
is character of M] with k2
2
O1,
(iv) (q!1) representations of each of o`k and o~k of dimension (qd#1)/2
associated to characters k of D(G) for which the corresponding character k
2
is
the quadratic character j of M],
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characters l of Z satisfying l2D
ZÇ
O1,
(vi) (q!1) representations of each of o`l and o~l of dimension (qd!1)/2
associated to characters l of Z, with lD
ZÇ
O1, l2D
ZÇ
O1.
Proof. All the representations of dimension not in M(qd!1)/2, (qd#1)/2N
are restrictions of irreducible representations of G‚ (2, M), and the same
arguments as in case 1 apply. Thus the only remaining representations to be
examined are those of dimensions (qd!1)/2 and (qd#1)/2. Comparing the
table of characters for G‚ (2, M) and S‚(2, M), it is easily seen that the sum of
the two representations of S‚(2, M) of dimension (qd#1)/2 is equivalent to
the restriction of any representation o
(kÇ,j)
of G. Similarly, the sum of the two
irreducible representations of S‚(2,M) of dimension (qd!1)/2 is equivalent
to the restriction of any cuspidal representation ol of G‚(2, M) where l is
a character of ‚] with lD
ZÇ
the quadratic character on Z
1
.
We claim that any representation of G‚(2, M) which splits when restricted
to S‚(2, M) is reducible when restricted to G. To prove this, we use the
following proposition from representation theory:
PROPOSITION 3.5. ‚et o be an irreducible representation of a group H and
S a normal subgroup of H. „hen the restriction ResH
S
o is equivalent to the
representation
e
m
a
i`1
oJ pi,
where e is a natural number, oJ is any irreducible representation of S occurring
in ResH
S
o, oJ pi denotes the representation of S given by oJ pi (m) "oJ (p
i
mp~1
i
) for
m3S, and Mp
0
, 2, pmN is a system of left coset representatives for the group
I (oJ ):"Mp3H: oJ p:oJ N.
Proof. See [Hup67, p. 565, Hauptsatz 17.3 g]. j
In our situation, as pG"pSL(2,M) holds for p3G, we have I (oJ )"G for any
irreducible representation oJ of S‚(2, M). Now let o be an irreducible repres-
entation of G‚ (2, M) with ResGL(2,M)
SL(2,M)
o"oJ `=oJ ~, where dimoJ `"dimoJ ~.
If ResGL(2,M)
G
o were irreducible, Proposition 3.5 would entail
oJ ` =oJ ~"ResG
SL(2,M)
(ResGL(2,M)
G
o):eoJ ,
which is clearly impossible. Consequently, ResGL(2,M)
G
o must be reducible and
decompose into two inequivalent representations of dimension dimo/2.
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which are simply restrictions of irreducible representations of G‚ (2, M), the
values can be taken directly from the table of characters for G‚(2, M). For the
remaining representations, we again make use of the fact that we can write
any element p3G as (x 0
0 x
) pJ , pJ 3S‚(2, M). We know that via a representation
ol of G‚(2, M) the element (x 00 x) operates by multiplication with l(x) (to see
this, one can use Proposition 3.5), and then the trace of ol(p) equals the
product of l (x) and the trace of o (pJ )—and this can be read off the table of
characters of S‚(2,M). In the same way we can proceed for a representation
coming from a representation o
(kÇ,kÈ)
of G‚(2, M). We summarize the result of
those computations in the following table of characters of G for char k odd
and d even:
A
a 0
0 aB A
a 1
0 aB A
a e
0 aB A
a 0
0 dB A
0 !Na
1 Tr a B
k
1 °
det k
1
(a2) k
1
(a2) k
1
(a2) k
1
(ad) k
1
(Na)
s
(kÇ,1)
qdk
1
(a2) 0 0 k
1
(ad) !k
1
(Na)
sk , k22O1 (qd#1)kA
a 0
0 aB kA
a 0
0 aB kA
a 0
0 aB kA
a 0
0 dB#k A
d 0
0 aB 0
s$k , k2"j qd#1
2
k A
a 0
0 aB kA
a 0
0 aB
1$k
2
(a)q
2
kA
a 0
0 aB
1Gk
2
(a)q
2
kA
a 0
0 dB 0
sl , l2DZÇ
O1 (qd!1)l(a) !l(a) !l (a) 0 !(l(a)#l(a6 ))
s$l ,
lD
ZÇ
O1
l2D
ZÇ
"1
qd!1
2
l (a) !l (a)
1Gk
2
(a)q
2
!l(a)
1$k
2
(a)q
2
0 !l(a)
To compute the number of representations of a given dimension, we
proceed as in case 1. As an example in case 2, we work out the number of
representations of dimension (qd#1)/2 associated to characters k (corres-
ponding to pairs (k
1
, j)):
Studying the table of characters, we see that a representation o`k is
equivalent to a representation o`k@ if and only if the corresponding characters
k
1
and k@
1
coincide on k]. By comparing the value of the character of the
representations on (1 1
0 1
), we also see that a representation o`k can never be
equivalent to a representation o~k@ for any pair of characters (k, k@) of the
diagonal subgroup of G. Hence we obtain 2d(k])"2(q!1) irreducible
representations of dimension (qd#1)/2 of G. j
To avoid unnecessary work, we now state that via the representation o we
are interested in, the subgroup Z(k) :"M(a 0
0 a
): a 3k]N acts trivially; so we
really only have to consider representations of the group G/Z(k).
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1
(! (n)YCT,C)
For a finite graph X, we let
C
0
(X) :"M f
V
D f
V
: » (X)PC a functionN,
C
1
(X) :"M f
E
D f
E
: E (X)PC an alternating functionN.
We proceed by defining a homomorphism of vector spaces d: C
1
(X) PC
0
(X)
by
(df
E
) (v) :" +
t(e)/v
f
E
(e),
and deg: C
0
(X)PC by
deg f
V
:" +
v|V(X)
f
V
(v).
We now choose for X the finite graph ! (n)YCT, obtained from !(n)CT by
cutting off the ends, i.e., the half lines emanating from the vertices of the form
[p]
d~1
. Then we get an action of G on the introduced function spaces by
setting for p3G, f
V
3C
0
(!(n)YCT), f
E
3C
1
(! (n)YCT), e3E (!(n)YCT), and
v3»(! (n)YCT),
(pf
E
) (e)"f
E
(p~1e), (pf
V
) (v)"f
V
(p~1v).
Since d and deg are compatible with this action of G, the group G also acts on
the space
H
1
(!(n)YCT, C) :"Ker d.
The thereby given representation o is the object of our interest. Note here that
the subgroup Z(k) of G acts indeed trivially, as it does so on the vertices and
edges of the graph.
To compute the multiplicities of the irreducible representations of G in
o we consider the exact sequence
0PH
1
(! (n)YCT, C) )C
1
(! (n)YCT) dPC
0
(!(n)YCT) $%'P CP0.
The representations of G on C
1
(! (n)YCT) and C
0
(! (n)YCT) are sums of
permutation representations o(i)
E
, i"0, 2d!2, and o(i)V , i"0, 2, d!1,
permuting the edges [p]
i, i`1
, p3G and the vertices [p]
i
, p3G, respectively.
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subgroups of G, we see that
o(i)
E
:IndG!
i
W!
i` 1
1,
and
o(i):
V
IndG
!
i
1.
Since for i51 the groups !
i
W!
i`1
and !
i
coincide, the representations
o(i)
V
and o(i)
E
are isomorphic, and we obtain the following formula for the
character s of o:
s"d~2+
i/0
s(i)
E
!d~1+
i/0
s(i)
V
#1"s(0)
E
!s(0)
V
!s(d~1)
V
#1.
To calculate the multiplicities of the irreducible representations of G/Z(k)
in o, we apply the following collection of lemmata, which enables us to work
with representatives of conjugacy classes rather than with arbitrary elements:
LEMMA4.1. ‚et d be odd. „hen we have the following equalities for the sizes
of intersections of conjugacy classes with the groups !
0
and !
i
W!
i`1
,
04i4d!1:
(i) …e begin with !
0
:
dAA
a 0
0 aB
G
W!
0B"G
1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
dAA
a 1
0 aB
G
W!
0B"G
q2!1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
dAA
a 0
0 dB
G
W!
0B"G
q2#q, if a, d3k], aOd,
0, otherwise,
dAA
0 !Na
1 Tr a B
G
W!
0B"G
q2!q, if a3lCk,
0, otherwise,
(ii) For 04i4d!1 we have
dAA
a 0
0 aB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"G
1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
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a 1
0 aB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"G
qi`1!1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
dAA
a 0
0 dB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"G
2qi`1, if a, d3k], aOd,
0, otherwise,
dAA
0 !Na
1 Tr a B
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"0, otherwise.
Proof. (i) Whenever p is an element of !
0
, then its conjugacy class is
completely determined by its minimal polynomial. Therefore the intersec-
tions of conjugacy classes of G with !
0
must either be empty or form full
conjugacy classes of !
0
. Moreover, the characteristic polynomial of p is
a quadratic polynomial over k, and, d being odd, it is reducible over k if and
only if it is reducible over M. We conclude that the conjugacy classes of
a certain type in !
0
have to be contained in conjugacy classes of the same type
in G. Then the sizes of the non-empty intersections as claimed in the lemma
follow.
Furthermore, the intersections must be empty if and only if the corres-
ponding eigenvalues neither lie both in k] nor are conjugated elements of lCk.
These are the conditions given in the lemma.
(ii) First we note that for any i, 04i4d!1, the group !
i
W!
i`1
is
contained in the standard Borel group of G (i.e., the group of upper triangular
matrices in G). Thus, for any p in !
i
W!
i`1
, the coefficients on the diagonal are
the zeros of the characteristic polynomial. On the other hand, by definition of
!
i
they must lie in k], entailing all the values 0 in the lemma. The statement
for the elements of the centre is obvious, and for a3k] we obtain
A
a 1
0 aB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1
"GA
a b
0 aB: deg b4i, bO0H .
This set consists of qi`1!1 elements. Finally, for a, d3k], aOd we have
A
a 0
0 dB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1
"GA
a b
0 dB: deg b4iHXGA
d b
0 aB: deg b4iH,
and the size of this set amounts to 2qi`1 elements. j
LEMMA 4.2. If d is even and char k"2, we have the following equalities for
the cardinalities of intersections of conjugacy classes with the groups !
0
and
!
i
W!
i`1
, 04i4d!1:
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0
we obtain
dAA
a 0
0 aB
G
W!
0B "G
1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
dAA
a 1
0 aB
G
W!
0B "G
q2!1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
dAA
a 0
0 dB
G
W!
0B "G
q2#q, if a, d3k], aOd,
q2!q, if a, d3lCk, d"aq,
0, otherwise,
dAA
0 !Na
1 Tr a B
G
W!
0B "0 .
(ii) For 04i4d!1 we have the same cardinalities as in ‚emma 4.1.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.1; one just has to consider
that, d being even, the characteristic polynominal of any element of !
0
is
reducible over M. j
To formulate the lemma in the remaining case, we need to dispose of the
numbers
Q
i
:"d(Ma3(M])2: deg a4iN), for 04i4d!1,
where deg a denotes the minimal degree of all liftings of a in A.
LEMMA 4.3. If q is odd and d even, then the cardinalities of the intersections
of conjugacy classes of G with !
0
and !
i
W!
i`1
are:
(i) „he cardinalities of intersections with !
0
are
d AA
a 0
0 aB
G
W!
0B"G
1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
d AA
a 1
0 aB
G
W!
0B"G
q2!1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
d AA
a e
0 aB
G
W!
0B"0,
d AA
a 0
0 dB
G
W!
0B"G
q2#q, if a, d3k], aOd,
q2!q, if a, d3lCk, d"aq,
0, otherwise,
d AA
0 !Na
1 Tr a B
G
W!
0B"0.
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i
W!
i`1
for
04i4d!1 are
d AA
a 0
0 aB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"G
1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
d AA
a 1
0 aB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"G
Q
i
, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
d AA
a e
0 aB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"G
qi`1!Q
i
!1, if a3k],
0, otherwise,
d AA
a 0
0 dB
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"G
2qi`1, if a, d3k], aOd,
0, otherwise,
d AA
0 !Na
1 Tr a B
G
W!
i
W!
i`1B"0.
Proof. The only problem is caused by elements p having a double eigen
value in k] and not contained in the centre. For these, the condition p3!
0
or
p3!
i
W!
i`1
translates to conditions concerning the degree of a coefficient b;
on the other hand, b being a square in M or not determines the conjugacy
class of p, and therefore the number Q
i
comes into the consideration. The
details can be worked out by straightforward calculation. j
Using Frobenius reciprocity, the multiplicities of the irreducible repres-
entations of G/Z(k) in o(i)
E
and o(i)
V
, and thus in o, can now easily be computed.
For example, for d odd and s8 an irreducible character of G/Z (k), Lemma 4.1
gives rise to the formula
SsJ , s(0)
V
T
G
"SResG
!1 Ò
s8 , 1T!1 Ò
" 1
d(!
0
) C +a|k]sJ A
a 0
0 aB#(q2!1) +
a|k
]
sJ A
a 1
0 aB
#q
2#q
2
+
a,d|k
]
aEd
sJ A
a 0
0 dB#
q2!q
2
+
a|lCk
sJ A
0 !Na
1 Tra BD,
which we can easily evaluate for a given character sJ . Similar formulae can be
deduced for s(0)
E
and s(d~1)
V
and for d even. Employing these formulae, we can
calculate the multiplicities of all irreducible representations of G/Z(K) in o.
The calculations are not difficult, but they are tedious, so we restrict ourselves
to indicating the route to follow.
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we will use the following symbol: If H is any group, ” a subgroup of H, and
/ a character of H, then we set
d(/, ”) :"G
1, if /D
U
"1,
0, otherwise .
Further, we introduce the following notation for subgroups of G:
D(k)"GA
a 0
0 dB: a, d3k]H and C(k)"GA
a 0
0 aqB: a3l]H.
We will now carry out a model evaluation of the multiplicity of an
irreducible representation ok of G in o(0)V , with k corresponding to (k1, k2),
k
2
O1, and d odd. The above formula, together with the table of characters
for G, yields.
Ssk, s(0)V TG"
1
d(!
0
) C(qd#1) +a|k]k A
a 0
0 aB#(q2!1) +
a|k
]
k A
a 0
0 aB
#(q2#q) +
a,d|k
]
aEd
kA
a 0
0 dBD
" 1
d(!
0
) C(qd!q) +a|k]k A
a 0
0 aB#(q2#q) +p|D(k)k (p)D
"qd~1!1
q2!1 d (k, Z(k))#d (k, D(k)),
where the second equality results from regrouping the terms, and the third
equality follows from the character relations. Precisely these methods can be
applied to compute the multiplicity of any irreducible representation of G in
o(0)
V
and the other relevant representations. If we stick to the case ‘‘d odd’’ and
define for simplicity o(d~1)
E
:"o(d~1)
V
, we get the decomposition of o(0)
V
and o(i)
E
,
i3M0, d!1N, for odd d
S ), ) T
G
s(0)
V
s(i)
E
, i3M0, d!1N
k
1 °
det d (k
1
, k]) d (k
1
, k])
s(k
1
,1) qd~1!1
q2!1
qd~i~1!1
q!1 #d (k1, k
])
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G
s(0)
V
s(i)
E
, i3M0, d!1N
sk qd~1!1
q2!1 #d (k, D(k))
qd~i~1!1
q!1 #2d (k,D (k))
sl qd~1!1
q2!1 !d (l, l
])
qd~i~1!1
q!1
The formula for s (s"s(0)
E
!s(0)
V
!s(d~1)
V
#1
G
) then yields the result for
d odd; everything else can be computed analogously. Putting everything
together, we obtain:
THEOREM 4.4. (i) For odd d, the multiplicities of the irreducible representa-
tions of G/Z(k) in o are:
f For a character k
1
of k] with k2
1
"1 the multiplicity of k
1 °
det in o is
zero.
f If k
1
is as above, then we have the equality
Ss
(kÇ,1)
, sT
G
"qd!q
q2!1 .
f „he multiplicity of a representation ok associated to a character k of
D(G) with k
2
O1 and kD
Z(k)
"1 is
Ssk , sTG"
qd!q
q2!1 !d (k, D(k)).
f „he number of times a representation ol of G occurs in o, l being
a character of Z not factorizing over Z
1
and trivial on k], is
Ssl , sTG"
qd!q
q2!1 #d(l, l
]).
(ii) For char k"2 and d even, the multiplicities of the irreducible repres-
entations of G/z(k) in o are:
f „he trivial character does not occur in o.
f For the qd-dimensional representation o (1, 1) associated to the trivial
character of D (G) we obtain
Ss
(1,1)
, sT
G
"qd!1
q2!1 !1.
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Z(k)
"1 and k
2
O1 the multipli-
city is
Ssk , sTG"
qd!1
q2!1 !d(k, D(k))!d(k, C(k)).
f If l is a character of Z with lD
ZÇ
O1 and lD
k
]"1, then
Ssl , sTG"
qd!1
q2!1 .
(iii) In the case char k odd and d even, the representation o decomposes as
follows:
f No one-dimensional representation of G/Z(k) occurs in o.
f For a character k
1
of k] with k2
1
"1, the multiplicity of o
(kÇ,1)
in o is
Ss
(kÇ,1)
, sT
G
"qd!1
q2!1 !d(k1, k
]).
f If k is a character of D(G) satisfying kD
Z(k)
"1 and k2
2
O1, then we
obtain
Ssk , sTG"
qd!1
q2!1 !d(k, D(k))!d(k, C(k)).
f If k is a character of D(G) with kD
Z(k)
"1 and k
2
"j, then we find
SsBk , sTG"
1
2 A
qd!1
q2!1 !d(k, D(k))!d(k, C(k))B.
f For a character l of Z with lD
ZÇ
O1 and lD
k
]"1 the multiplicity of
ol is
Ssl , sTG"
qd!1
q2!1 .
Note that in the third case no representation of dimension (qd!1)/2
occurs, as none of these representations of G is trivial on Z (k): This is
a consequence of !1 being a square in M] and the following
LEMMA 4.5. If lD
Z1
is the quadratic character of Z
1
, then
l (!1)j (!1) "!1.
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Further, in all three cases the conditions imposed on the characters
involved are equivalent to the associated representation being trivial on Z(k).
Therefore we can state the following
COROLLARY 4.6. (i) „he one-dimensional representations of G/Z(k) do not
occur in o.
(ii) If char k"2 or char k and d are odd, then the multiplicities of all higher
dimensional irreducible representations of G/Z(k) differ by at most 2 from each
other.
(iii) If char k is odd and d is even, then the multiplicities of any representa-
tions oJ satisfying dimoJ N M1, (qd#1)/2N differ by at most 2 from each other, and
the sum of multiplicities of the (qd#1)/2-dimensional representations o`k and
o~k for a suitable character k of D(G) differs by at most 2 from the multiplicity of
any representation oJ as above.
Remark. Examining the quotient graph !(n)CT in more detail, a natural
decomposition of H
1
(!(n)CT, C) in (reducible) submodules is achieved.
Among these, all but one have a very symmetrical structure, and the remain-
ing one entirely encodes the differences between the multiplicities of the
various irreducible representations. The details of the according computa-
tions can be found in [Rus95]. Other questions, such as, for example, how the
functions which form the representation space for the isotypical components
can be characterized, or the generalization of the results to reducible poly-
nomials n3A, remain open for examination.
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